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SEVENTY-FIRST YEAR-No. 52

oa d Of COntrol Wants
ill ion SF Budget
'

Educatio~nal

TV
Station in Works
The University of South Florida will have a biennial budget of $35 million for operating expenses and
capital expansion if the Board of Control's financial
recommendations now before the legislature are approved.
... :;·.
The $35 million, to cover the two-year period be-<USF Photo)
ginning July 1, 1963, is part of the board's overall reHONORED AT GOLD KEY COFFEE
quest for $235 million for
•
Trimester I honor students were recently honored at a coffee sponsored by
the state university system. this organization. Pictured standing left to right: James Klapps, president; John
In addition, a lump sum Grant, Dr. Jerome Krivanek and Dr. August Scrivner, sponsors; and Mrs. Susanne
appropriation of $22 mil- Mathews. Seated is Mrs. Joyce Ash.
lion has been asked by the
board for further expansion
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·Y • ::-:.·
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and engineering, and planning
for future expansion of the
university system.
Federal Gov't. Contributes
Not all the millions of dollars
being requested for higher
Since the recent election of education would caine from
officers of the Student Associ- state appropriations. Federal
-(USF Photo)
ation, two new student political loans and foundati_on grants
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StUdent Art Exhibition Called Tampa's Best

- !USF Pboto)

WONDERMEN~

DEEP IN THOUGHT AND
An unidentified USF coed examines some of the
ttudent art work on exhibit in the Teaching Auditorium-Theatre. The exhibit will remain in the TA until
the end of the trimester.

By DR. HANS JURGENSEN facets, the viewer will discover mark her best work. Some of
the deep respect each artist lav- her paintings are opaque in
Assistant Professor
ishes upon material and its color; others are translucent.
Of Humanities
If progress is a measure of possibilities. _Ther~ is ~o. .h~p- ~U of them show a gift for dequality then the student ex- hazard work m this exhibition. sign and color pattern.
Even the first-year graphics Technique Similar To Nosti
hibitio~ at the University of
south Florida is the best show betray workmanship beyond the Rudolph Chaffee, the best
Qffered this year in Tampa. usual quality . found . in begin- draft~man among the ~xhibitors,
Featuring paintings, sculpture, ners. Of . par?cular mte~est to ce~tamlY: deserves his s~cond
and graphics (sketches, draw- the pu~h? will be t~e. f1ve, as pnze w1_t~ a. wood-mosaic of
ings designs prints) this pre- yet unfmished, plasticme plas- great origmahty. Employmg a
sentation or' artistS' some of tics of a young woman. The technique similar to that of
whom have not painu;d for more vie_wer may here see h?w real- Nosti in tile or porcelin.e, .chafthan one year, is not only of ~stically the sculpt~re s c.raft fee constructed a s~phisticated
uniformly high technical com- IS bemg taught. Th,Is. realtst;n. puzzle from wood slivers, slabs
petence but aiso an amazing dis- and t~at of the dra"Ymgs will and blocks.
play of real talent and individ- reconc1l.e many skepbcs to the The third prize went to David
pred~mmantly abstract works, Dye who p a in t s as well as
ual searching for expression.
:,or. It groves that _even the sculpts. His canvas showing
Professors Deserve Praise
Having watched these young wildest of the artists ;k~ow white spherical shapes, accented
people grow during the last two how to draw or model traditiOn- by thin green curves, is bis
most successful painting to
trimesters has been a source of ally.
date. An abstract steel sculppleasure to me; and having seen Judge Has Difficult Time
many shows in other parts of It is impossible 'for me in the ture has nice qualities of
the country, I am particularly alloted space, to describe many planes and rods, relieved by a
' happy to be able to praise this works, or even name an of the gentle c u r v e. (Incidentally,
18rtists deserving of mention, there are no titles visible in the
above all.
A tribute to the teachers is for there are far more out- show.)
~n order here. Professors C~v- standing works _than prizes, so Many Others Named
David Haxton placed fourth
I~gton, Houk, Cox •. and Chr~s- gener<?usly provided by the ~nhan have not only Imposed d1s- ternational Supply CorporatiOn with canvasses in which he excipline upon _the young arti~ts ?f Tampa, could cover. The periments with palette-knifed
but hay~ also Imbued. them with JUdge, Mr. Egbert Ja~o~son, figurations of clear whites, reds,
the spmt of ex~lora~on so t~at must hav.e had a difficult, oranges against finely glazed
!he students wh1l.e still showmg task choo.smg the WJ~ners. And browns suffused with greens.
m~u~nces o~ their masters•. ~e no one w1~1 9uar:e1 with the re- One of these, presenting a figure with outstretched arms is
brmgmg their own personalities sults of h1s JUdgmg.
Susan Tessem placed first among the very best painu'ngs
into vigorous play.
with a number of really fine in the exhibition.
"No Haphazard Work"
Most obvi~us in all C!f the abstract composit.ions in casein Beth ForCI won fifth prize
work hung IS the quality of and several drawmgs. Her style WI'th ~eve r. a1 fm· e Pa·m t·n
1 gs an d
craftsmanship. Whether one had grown fine and clear; colors graphic
pieces.
·
d
·t
d
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•
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1oo ks a t R ob e
,aer ou~e s are s on~ an 11m1 e m ya- Others that should be named
the work they have hung
collages, Amy Furlow s drawmg !iety; des1gn of mass and I.me f
of horses, of Barbara Buerke's IS very well controlled. Whites or
wax sculpture of multi-colored and browns, with black accents, (Continued on Page 8, Col. 3)

-(USF Pboto)

FIVE ART WINNERS RECEIVE THEIR AWARDS
Henry Gardener, representative of the Industrial Supply Corp. of Tampa, presents Sue Tessum with the first place prize in the student art contest. Other win·
ners in the contest were, left to right, Beth Ford, David Dye, R. W. Chaffee and
.
David Haxton.
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Tamp a and Elsewhere
Melvin Schroater, one brother,
Gerald F. Schroater, both of St.
Petersburg; mother, Mrs. Bernyce Hopkins, Arcadia; grandmother, Mrs. Bessie Powell, Atlanta; aunt, Mrs. Marie Ligon,
Grosse Isle, Mich., and two
uncles.

Weat her
Data
Tampa Bay Forecast
Fair through Tuesday with
mild days and cool nights.
IUgh today near 76. Low to.
night near 56. High Tuesday
near 78. North and northwest
winds at 12-22 miles per hour
diminishing to n i g h t and
Tuesday.

WILLIAl\1 H. PAGES
William Henry Pages, 53, of
107 S. Edison, died Friday evening in a Tampa hospital. A
native of Erie County, Pa., Mr.
Pages had lived in Tampa for
the last four years.

T~
'-~ Aw.,...

for ANa ·
}>·-~ --

Rainfall for 24 hours,
ending midnight . . . , •••
For month to date ... , . • . .21
Barometer reading,
7:00 a.m. . .......... , .. 29.87
TOMORROW
Sun rises ... .. .. 6:12a.m.
Sun sets . . . . . . • 6:52 p.m.
Moon rises . . . • . 7:29 p.m.
Moon sets . . . . . . 6:38 a.m.
Tides at Seddon Island:
High. . 2:11 a.m., 2:00 p.m.
Low . . 8:04 a.m., 8:40p.m.
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services will be held Tuesday
51
35
.15 Funeral
Re-no
afternoon at 4:00 o'clock from the
41
.28 Chapel
Salt Lake City 55
of the F. T. Blount Company
Funeral Home 5101 Nebraska Ave.
San Antonio . . 80
59
with Rev. John Myers pastor of the
40
.13 Tampa
S_eatUe ...... . 56
Churcl;l of the Brethren offi.
Interment will be in the
47
.15 elating. HUJ
35
Spokane
Cemetery,
Orange
40
Washington . . 70
51
Wi~hita ...... 75

Mrs. Lula May Terrell, 86, of
4810 Clewis Ave., died Sunday
morning. A native of Tampa,
she had lived here all her life.
Survivors include one son, Burney Terrell; two grandsons,
Richard Terrell and Mack Terrell, all of Tampa; three sistersin-law, Mrs. B. M. Terrell, Valdosta, Ga., Mrs. Pearl Neel and
Mrs. Tulula Nee!, both of
Tampa. Mrs. Terrell was a member of the Christ Methodist
Church.

Senat e.Debat es Wilde rness Bill

MELVIN R. SCHROATER
Melvin R. Schroater, 22, of
1045 Tangerine Ave., St. Petersburg, who died Saturday morning following an automobile accident, was a former resident of
Tampa. He lived here 13 years,
was a graduate of Chamberlain
High School and attended the
University of Tampa. He was
employed as a stock clerk with
Florida Electrical Co. He was a
member of the United States
Army Reserve and a member of
the Wellswood Baptist Church.
Survivors include his father,

FRANCIS R. MANCEBO
Francis R. · (Frankl Mancebo,
73, of 2208 E. Idlewild, died
Sunday morning at his home.
A native of Brooklyn, N.Y., he
had resided in Tampa for the
past 41 years. Mr. Mancebo is
surbibed by one daughter, Mrs.
Frank Youdis, Tampa; three
grandchildren; on e brother,
Walter Mancebo, Jamaica, N.Y.;
one nephew, Charles Mancebo,
Elmont, N.Y. Mr. Mancebo was
a member of the Marcelo Gonzalez ·Post 73, American Legion.
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Authorized
FRIGIDAIRE

SERVICE
No matter where you bought
your Frigidaire appliance •••
You will get guaranteed
service by factory trained
service personnel from

I

Death s

OLDT-WARING
uTampa's Largest Servicing
Frigidaire Dealer.,

Phone 876-2427

s

the store with more

8~~
SAVE UP TO
400Jo ON m~ ~ 1. ~

Funeral Notices

Some temperature extremes
from within the United States
except Alaska and Hawaii.
Sunday highs of 97 at Presidio, Tex., and 94 at Imperial,
Calif., and Wink, Tex.
Monday morning lows of 16
at Oneonta, N.Y., and 17 at
Houlton, Maine.
Greatest snow depth, except
at mountain stations, 24 inches
at Greenville, Maine.
Lewiston, Mont., reports 2
inches of snow in past 6 hours.

funeral Notices

BA8TY. LINZA A. - Funeral services
for Mr. Linza A. Hasty, 62, of rural
.Fort Myers will be held at 4:00
e'clock this alternoon from the chapel
of Jennings Funeral Home, with Rev.

REVERE

MAZZARELLI, MRS. ROSALIA - FU·
neral services for Mrs. Rosalia
Maznrelli, age 85, of 1908 9th Ave.,
who passed away Sunday, will be
held Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock
from the chapel of Lord & Fernandez
Funeral Home. lntennent will be in
THE
Centro El;_J;>anol Cemetery.
FAMILY WILL BE AT THE FU·
NERAL HOME MONDAY NIGHT
FROM 7 TO 9 P.M.

Copper Bottom Stainless Steel Cookware
WHISTLING
TEAKETTLE
:#:2701
21/3·Qt.
Reg. 5.50

COVERED SAUCEPAN

TERRELL, MRS. LULA MAY- Mrs.
Lula May Terrell, age 86 of 4810
Clewis Avenue, passed away Sunday
morning. Funeral services will be
he 1 d Tuesday afternoon at 2:00
o'clock at the Chapel of the F. T.
Blount Company Funeral Home, with
the Rev. John W. Finkell, pastor of
the Christ Methodist Church, o£ficlat·
tng. Interment wlll be in Orange
Hill Cemetery.

3~9

#1401112
llf2.Qt.
ROll. 6.75

DELUXE CARVING BOARD
for Easter Hom
01 Roost

WHITE. JOHN L. - Funeral services
for Mr. John L. White, 47, of Seffnes>,
will be held · this afternoon at 2:00
P . M. at the Stowers Chapel with
the Rev. Reid B. Gass, pastor of
the Spencer Memorial Methodist
Church, officiating. Interment will
be in Garden of Memories. Active
pallbearers are Charles Rockow, Wal·
ter Miller, Jack McQuinn, Dallas
Nipper, BrantleY Folsom, and How·

Generous 12"x20" size of
finest hardwood.
Adjustable meat clamp,
no-drip gravy well.
Compare at twice the
price.

Woodrow Kite pastor of the First
Baptist Church of Crystal ~rings
~~~~:~i."~: ~~~.,"..';.~ft. ~11 ~-e P:,okrfr:
Lloyd Wino, James H. Parker and
James E. Kelly. Honorary bearers
~~dth~a~~ia:'~~f~~: or'W~~~r~r:~J
will be the Nurses from Veazey Res·
Co. Arrangements by Stowers Funeral
torlum. Interment will follow in Rose
Home, Brandon.
Hill Cemetery.
1\IANCEBO, FRANCIS R. !FRANKlMr. Francis R. (Frank> Mancebo, 73,
o( 2208 E. Idlewild passed away Sun·
day morning at his res idence. Fu•. CARD OF THANKS- We wish to ex·
press our thanks to aU our friends
neral services will be held Tuesday
and neighbors for all their kindness
morning at 10:30 o'clock from the
during the time our precious baby
~teb,;~t~ci•A;:/'is~~l ~~~~chP. 69f?.
pas~. :;gYMRS. JAMES PHILUPS
Thompson, rector. officiating. Inter.
AND FAMILY
ment will be in a local cemetery.
The family of Mr. Mancebo will be

MORTGAGE PROBL·EMS?

~; r~~SF:t~ 1~:n.~r~om1.~r::v~:~~
1

Home, 5101 Nebraska Ave.

R . A .. "DICK" STOWERS

\ STOWERS

PH. 689· 1211 -

_F~~E~:L

BRANDON. FLA.
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NERVE-DEAFNESS

l

FREE
HEARING AID
MODEL OF
• NEW MINIATURE

(Not an Actual Hearing Aid)

A true life non - operating model,
actual size replica of the smallest
Dahlberg ever made, will be given
anyone answering this advertise·
ment. Wear it in your home ••
It's yours free to keep.

an easy· to-clean
efficient reflector pan

• •

.

THE KNOW -HOW TEAM!
Whether you're buying, building, remodeling,
or just planning •• , Tampa Federal's

Set of three
(1 large2 small) ...

KNOW-HOW TEAM of

1

[\~ Belk-Lind9ey of Britton,

~~

Name

Britton Plaza, Tampa

SET

• , • • .. • • • • • .. .. • • • • • • • • • .. • • •

Address

Make of Range

••• , •• , •••• , •• , , •••• , ••• , • •

8" SIZE

can give you

\!Campa jftbtral

H ort~~ewares- 2nd floor
W.f.f~~~=N~$f.::$!~~-.?"::::~~=w.~::::~::~:~~::~?.W~:::::~:::*:m~::::r::~~~m:::;;:::~~~mmf.j::::::::~~::::~~~==:~.::=~=~t;,:::::~::::::::::~~~=r:t:~:3:::::*;:::m:::r:t:::::~~::t~;::::q.:i:W.Zim*rt~:m;:~?.;::~~t:m::?:~

•

ex~erts

the money-saving answers you need!

Whisks clean in seconds, won't blitter, darken, stain ••• really reflects
heat. Your electric range looks better, reflects heat better. Please
state make of range in phone or mail orders. For electric ranges-only.

%

il

~abtngs

6" SIZE

DOWNTOWN. TEMPLE TERRACE & SOUTH DALE MABRY!

COME IN WRITE OR PHONE

HEARINGDealerAID SERVICE
MID-STATE Authorized
MOTOROLA/DAHLBERG HEARING AIDS
706 Franklin St.
Ph. 223.3830
Citizen Bldg.
OPEN 9 to 5 Doily- 9 to 8 P.M. Mon.- Closed Sat,

Then You Haven•t Talked to

ELEKTRA'S NEW CHROME DRIP PANS

EAR~

OUR
RECOMMENDA TION
If you hear sounds, if
you hear people talkbut have difficulty understanding the words,
if you have head noise,
ringing in the ear, your
troubles may be nerve
deafness. The most important thing you can
do today is to find out
how Miracle Ear can
help you now. Every
hearing loss is different. We have a hearing
aid to help every cor·
rectible loss. See if the
Miracle Ear will help
you.

•

PROBLEM WITH TAMPA FEDERAL·s EXPERTS •

moalba

ahr.nce.
Member of A•nelale4 Pro11,
llemllor ef Aadlt Burtall ol CirealaUoa.

MIRACLE

IF YOU HAVEN•T DISCUSSED YOUR MORTGAGE

at last!

1ec•••

t••

I

BRITTON PLAZA, SO. DALE MABRY HIGHWAY
PHONE

836·1~11

NEW RUSKIN OFFICE NOW OPEN!

19 A.M. TO t P.M., MON. THRU SAT.

USE YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT

t

'

-'

~ Baseball
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Launches Season

Snead

INVESTIGATION IN PENNSYLVANIA

Boxing Claims Two Lives

BLUNT

LICENSED • INSURED

LAWN
SERVICE
ComPlete Care or Mai ntenance

F-REE ESTIMATES!

North Tantpa

ftW lt.,.trf.ut . . .

MOWING
Serving All of Tampa

SAME
FINE
CIGAR
EXCEPT
SUNDAY

MATINEES

Wednesdays
and Saturdays

NEW
LOW

2 P.M.___.
e
e
e

ADJUST & INSPECT BRAKES e
CHECK LINING, CYLINDERS, .
ADD FLUID

ST. PETERSBURG
GANDY BLVD.
BUSES LEAVE FROM TAMPA
TRAILWAYS & GREYHOUND
IUS STATIONS

ALIGN FRONT END e
CAMBER- CASTER- TOE IN

CARS

BALANCE FRONT WHEELS e
INCLUDING NECESSARY WEIGHTS

e

WILBUR F.
CLAM ON
3630 Henderson
Boulvard
Phone 876-6423

SAVE YOUR TIRES

p 621095

"TOP VALUE STAMPS WITH EVERY PURCHASE"

'

FULL

LUBRICATE CHASSIS .

sg~~
/

PRICE

PionHr's Owll
Persollalized
Flnanclnt

PIONEER
"We Service Whae JT1 e Self"
Tampa and Wa5hingtolr Sts.

Free ParlcinCJ

M
ltllll Anlallile .... ~I
STATE

On Our Lot
R~ar

...lllli:t:

of Store

"jilL•

BIMil i iPI:.. ........

..

,~

1 P.M. MATINEES

7 P.M. NIGHTS
Return to Tampa Immediately

After Last Race

DERBY
LANE

.FULL pQeagu~te

Shop Wards 10 A.M. 'til 9 P.M. Mon. thru Sat. • N. Dale Mabry at Interstate 4 • Phone 877-6161

RIVERSIDE 15•MO.

SUPER TREAD
NO MONEY
DOWN

WARDS RIVERSIDE.
HEAVY-SERVICE NYLON TRUCK TIRE

7.50x14, 8.00x14, 8.50x14

Built for rugged, over-the·
road use ·on delivery and
form trucks! Tread is designed for good traction.
6.50-16, 6-P. R.. .. 17.95*
7.00-15, 6-P. R. •• •20.45*

tubeless blackwall
Some 15-in. sizes available
*Plus excise tax and your retreadable t ire.
WHITEWALLS $1 MORE!

A RETREAD y·ou CAN TRUSTBACKED BY WARDS GUARANTEE

Riverside
4-SQUARE GUARANTEE
Against road haxards for the
specified -time. Adjustmenh prorated on months used.

Don't take chances on wom tires •• • get Riverside
Super Treads now at Wards low price! Only perfect
casings are selected for Super Treads ••• then re·
treaded sidewall to sidewall using the highest qual·
ity materials and modem production methods.

3. Nationwide service at all branches,
4. Satisfaction guaranteed nation•
wide. Adjustments based on sale
price when returned,

l

VE1l1\BLE

-~

Available in our Tampa - Lakeland - St. Pete - Clearwater Stores

*Plus Tax

Regular 84.50

5
Fits '54 to '63 Buick, Olds , '55
to '63 Chevy, Plym., Pont.,
Dodge and Ford. See o ur other
low-priced tops!

manship for life of tread. Ad·
justmenh prorated on tread wear,

NO MONEY DOWN

Factory Made Electric Seam Vinyl AUTO TOPS

NO MONEY DOWN! FREE MOUNTING I

2. Against defects in materials, work·

12~!,·

PHONE 877-6161

67

NO MONEY DOWN

"Charge It"
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BEGUN IN CALIFORNIA

A New 'Anonymous'

· Aids Betting Addicts

By OSWALD JACOBY

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
"Win at Bridge" is my first
bridge book in more than 20
years. It outlines the simple
method of bidding and play

much information as possible
first. South wins the opening
.
.
club lead and c a s n e s nme
more tricks in s P a des, dia·
monds and clubs.
He watches the fall of the

Crosswalk Ba~kfired

Car Wreck Makes Triple Trouble

BELVEDERE, Cahf. (JP)- A
reside_nt got t~e City Council
to pa~nt a white. street crosswalk m front of his home.
L ater helt reported the twiaklkt's
on1y resu was seven c e s
for parking on it-and he got
three of them.
The crosswalk was painted
out.

WINDOW ROCK Ariz. (JP)A resident of Tees' Nos Pos on
the Navajo Indian Reservation
reported an accident in which
the car involved careened across
three state lines.
Mrs. Tom Nelson said a tourist's car struck the monument
marking the meeting of four

state boundaries on the reservation. After hitting the Four
Corners monument on the New
Mexico side the vehicle skidded
through coiorado and came to
.
rest m Utah.
Arizona, the remaining state,
escaped the path of the minor
mishap.

10-Year-Job
LITHGOW, Australia (JP)-!D
1953 Mrs. G. Clark took an um•
brella to a local store to be r~

~overed, an? later the store said
Cl k
tt IhadMlost htt, 1963 M
ar
rs.
,
arc
n
had a bill for 25 shil!ings ($2.80)
from the store, went along, and
there was her umbrella recov•
ered.

By W. C. ALVAREZ, M.D. putting an end to their terrible that I have found most effec- cards and notes that East has
. tive •after 35 years of play from to _discard on the second club.
.
1 have been reading about an curse of gambling.
organization called "Gamblers The address of the soctety 1s the White
Anonymous," which in 1957 wasP. f?· Box 17173, Los Angeles 17, Korea.
·
Box 1498 m New
started in Los Angeles by Jim Calif., or P. 0.
Here 1s
The organization now has York City. Local chapters are
w.
how
trates
of
number
800 converts left out of 7 000 to be found in a
troubled men and women ~ho cities. The society is patterned
started out with the intention of after the very successful AlcoT _ _ _ holies Anonymous.
N__
___
AD_VE_R-=T-IS_E_ME
_ __ _
Few people who have not had
to deal with an inveterate gambier can imagine what a curse the
tendency can be. One of my
WEST
dear friends, a big businessman
• 975
in Nevada, told me about one

WORRIED?

NERVOUS

House to a tent in Th1s means that West started
with seven clubs. He also notes
th
t
th t W t f 11
·
ree
o ows. o
es
a hand that 1llus- a
declarer may occa- spades and 'two d1amonds so
12 of West's 13 cards ar~
to be other than hearts.
NORTH
8 known
This leaves West with · one
....
8
South leads a heart to
heart.
J
Q
.,.
dummy's king. West plays the
• KJ 9
four of hearts and East is
+ A Q 8 54
marked with the queen just as
ofo AK
surely as if South had peeked.
EAST
• 10 4 3 2·

.Q87652
+72

.4
+63

Over Change-of-Life?

"'Q J 10 9 8 7 6 ... 5
SOUTH (D)

4AK6
.A103
+KJ109
ofo432 .

South
1 N.T.
Pass

To get your copy of "Win at
Bridge," just send your name,
address, and 50 cents to: Oswald Jacoby Reader Service,
care Tampa Times, P . 0. Box
489, Dept. A, Radio City Station, New York 19, N.Y.

Both vulnerable
West North Eas&
Pass
Pass

7 N.T.

.Pass

Opening lead-• Q

Q-The bidding has been:

South

West

North

lofo

Pass

1+

?

1

East
Pass

(the quality General retread)

ner.
TODAY'S QUESTION
Your partner continues · with
three spades. What do you do
now?

I

EXCHA.N*l

FOR YOUR PONTIAC,
FOR YOUR
BUICK, OLDSMOBILE, CADILLAC, LINCOLN
DODGE, CHRYSLER,
OIJ IMPERIAL
OR MERCURY

JUST RIGHT
FOR YOUR
FORD
CHEVROLET
OR
PLYMOUTH

4 4444 4 4844
FOR
ONlY

FOR
ONlY

You, South, hold:
.AQ65 ¥KJ3 +Q98 otoAK6
.
What do you do?
A-Bid two no-trump. You
have 19 points, 4~3-3-3 distribution and strengib in every suit
except the one bid by your part-

44

FOR

PION EE-R

NO DOWN
PAYMENT

"We Service What We Sell".

EASY TERMS

PHONE 229·1951

TAMPA at WASHINGTON ST.

r

?
••

.... '

Only Pan Am offers you
Jets direct to colorful Mexico I

Take your choice with Pan Am-the color and excitement
of modern Mexico City or the ancient Mayan world of
Yucatan! Either one is just an easy flight away from
Tampa International Airport.
You cah fly Pan Am Jet Clippe~ to Mexico City in less
4 hours. And Yucatan is even closer-just l':lz
hours' flying time. The fare? A round trip Jet economy
Rainbow ticket to Merida, Yucatan co~ts only $89. To
Mexico City, just $164.

t~an

Enjoy the Priceless Extra! When you fly Pan Am, you
have the world's best traveling companion-Pan Am's
unmatched flying Experience. No other airline has flown
so many people to so many places. No other airline
makes flying such a pleasure!

n1rwhere
.a !:}
••

in

the world !
.:1

.

.

ihe

to broau.en .
he opentng
program

f Her•
o announce t
o. conttnutng
.
o
management
the
ptease~e;
is
..,:ervices,
BANK,
MARINE
.

See your Pan Am Travel Agent or call Pan Am at 229·1521
Ticket Office: Hotel Tampa Terrace, 401 Florida Ave.

HerbeJ·t Robson, formerly M an a g e r . of
Tarnpa Travel S~rv~ce,
Inc., cordially z,nvttes
you. to stop by ~or a
visit ••• and to dLscuss
your plans for TRAVEL

••• anywhere in the
world!

unent, un
customer
• h ·travel field.
scope of TRAVEL Depar
d of
erience tn t e
•
of a netO
esfor
mod
all
on.
service
bert RoMbsonRobson has extidenstvemep~~te
n be m a e
·u prov e co
r.
He and his staff i~~tn travel. Arrangements ~:re in the worldbusines_s anhd vSatac~e in the Country, or adnyt~ ns cruise and tour
k"
h' accomrno atw '
'
el tn t e
!'avluding airline and steams tMp . e Bank International Ban tng
id letters
·th the artn
k·
me
l
bookings. Wor m~~AVEL Department can also pr~v e
ers
trave
t,
red~
c
of
lettera
ks
b
.
I
the
.
Department,
of introductwn to oretgn an '
checks, and Joreign currency.
TRAVEL DEPARTMENT
Take the elevator to the
The new TRAVEL De·
thifd floor, Marine Bank Building
partment once again demon•
P.HONE: 223·4907
strates the progressi~e out•
look of the Marine Bank.- .
now the iirst bank in
Tampa to offer a co.mplete
travel service •••

WELCOME ABOARD!

MARIN E
BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
fLORIDA' $

You're better off with Pan Am
-worlds most experienced airline!

O~DIST

UUST COM,AHY -11\fMIU f.O.I .•

'
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TOMORROW, HONORARY U.S. CITIZEN

Churchill Has Been 'Many Things'
/than what he tried to visualize
By JAJ\'IES MARLOW
20 years ago for all Americans
AP News Analyst
WASHINGTON, April 8 UP)- and Britons.
He suggested then that. with
Even people who couldn't speak
English got a lift from Sir Win- their common language, they
ston Churchill's rage against the might some day become fullfledged citizens of each other's
Nazis.
Once, with Stalin, Churchill country.
In the end he probabl~ w~uld
went too fast for the interpret~r. But when he was so have bac~ed away from It~JUSt
earned away he banged the as h~ did after proposmg a
table, Stalin stood up and told council of Europe - because
him: "I don't understand a word it . ~ight me~n some loss of
you say but, by God, I like your Bnlish sovereignty.
.H~ made no .bone~ about adsentiment."
As a human being Church- mittmg_ that w1th him England
ill has . been so ma_ny thin~s, came first.
"I HAVE ALWAYS, he said
from w1se. to o~herwJse, he f.Its
. •
'
Walt Whrtman s own descnp- "f 'thf
al ullhy' shervletdh~wko Pt u db 1 I c
tion of himself: "I am large, I
m s an sucauses w Jc
contain multitudes"
preme - the maintenance of
·
NO WONDER the unique the enduring greatness of Brittribute being given Churchill ain and her empire and the histomorrow- honorary American toric continuity of our island
citizenship - is a little less life."
Even Stalin seemed grateful
to him once though all his life
Churchill hated Bolshevism. He
called it a "foul baboonery,"
which made Stalin the big baboon.
"There have been few cases
in history," Stalin said, "where
The local Navy recruiting sta- the courage of one man has
tion has announced plans to en- been so important to the future
list a special group of 1963 high of the world."
school graduates this June, This turned out to be a sarmade up entirely of graduates donie tribute, as Stalin showed
soon afterward when he doublefrom the Tampa area.
They will leave Tampa June crossed the prime minister by
gobbling half of Europe. He had
12 f or G reat Lakes, Il., where his
own ideas about the world
they will undergo their nine and the future.
weeks of recruit training.
C H U R C H I L L NEEDED
Chief Petty Officer John E.
Daniel stated that this is an glasses when he thought before
added bonus for those men who both world wars there would
want to remain together during
the recruit training period.
S
Upon completion or recruit
training, all graduates will be
sent to a service school to learn
the skill in the field that they
have selected.
This special group will be
The Hillsborough County Soil
made up of approximately 35
graduates. Daniel urged all men Conservation District will hold
interested to make theii· appli- its district speech contest April
cations as soon as possible at 17 at a Kiwanis Cluh meeting
the Navy recruiting station, 416 at the Tampa Terrace Hotel.
Ten high schools in the counTampa St.
- - - - - - - - ty have been invited to send
their winners to this distJ·ict
competition.
Awards for the district conDON'T BE
test will be $30 for first, $20
for second, and $10 for third.
The Hillsborough C o u n t y
winner will compete against
winners from seven other districts in the West Coast area
on May 16 in Tampa.
The subject this year is ''Development of R e s o u r c e s
Through Small Watersheds."
Last year 500 students in the
:~~;~~~·~~·u;J:~~;r;b''R{
county entered the contest.
d t 8b t th
or return w~~~J;~~i~f~ti:~ fr~ th; ·;~;

Navy To En I ist
Specia I unit
In Tampa Area

County Ho ld
Conservation
Speech Contest

n c v e r again be great land
battles. But his vision of communism , was better, at lea~t
near ~ar s end, than t~at of h1s
Amencan contemporaries.
He wanted to stop his Russian allies from overrunning the
Balkans ~nd East Germany. ~e
was 'afraid, on~e they go.t m,
they d. commumze all of 1t, as
they did.
President Roose v e It suspeeled, and -righ t 1 y, that
Churchill was anxious to restore B~·itish influence and interests m Eastern Europe. The
United States wanted no territory from the war.
This for Churchill was never
reason' enough for n~t prevent.
f
.
.10 g th R
e usslans rom se 1zmg
~ew real estate. He wrote later:
When wolves are about, the
sheph.erd must guar~ his flock,
even lf he ~?es not himself care
for mutton.
IN 194.4 he 'even made a naive
journey to Stalin to work out a
division of influence in the
Balkans. On a piece of paper
the two imperialists figured
how much "predominance" Russia should have here and Britain there. They agre-ed.
But Stalin had gulled him.
When Churchill said "Let's
burn the paper," Stalin said:
"No, you keep it." What he
really meant was: "Keep it for
your scrapbook."
Churchill's optimism in this
case was typical. W h at he
wanted, he wanted to believe.
His heart got the better of his
head, as it often did. It was
part of 'his romanticism. Still,
this paid off handsomely for

Atclru•e-i•~>••erywh•ro

Wate.On Emulsion, pint • • , $3,00
Wate·On Tablets, (96) • • • . 3.00
New Super Wate-On,16 oL • 3.98

ATE • ON
' W
r
...

IC he had had a deeper tragic
sense, he might have been a
creative writer and nothing ,
else. Instead, he had a faJ?ulous
sense of drama, w1th him m
the _center .. ~~us he bt;cam~ a
soldier, pohtlc1an and h1stonan.
IT IS HARDLy an accident
that his earliest childhood memory is of soldiers firing their
rifles in Dublin before he was
five. From childhood he had
dreams of becoming a war
leader and an imperishable figure in history.
He achieved both out of his
feeling for drama and the drive
of romanticism.
·
.
For ~~mdtheret.was ewxchitemehnt
en e
ecep 10n.
even m
wished to delude Hitler about
the Normandy invasion, he said:
"In wartime truth is so precious
that she should always be attended by a bodyguard of lies."
Now in his advanced old age
what he once said of Harry
Hopkins-Roosevelt's sick and
tired special emissary who becaine the prime minister's
friend-describes Churchill:
"A crumbling lighthouse from
which there shone the beams
that led great fleets to harbor."
ADVERTISEMENT
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,UNHAPPY
IN YOUR
PRESENT JOB?
See Page 13
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SINGER SEWING MACHINE
RECONDITIONED

• lobhin Wind., • Nltw Motor
• New Wirinw • $ Speed Contrel
• .ea..nitul Carrying Ca••

Artist's rendering of the new 10,000 square foat
building now under construction adjacent. to
the Hillsboro Plaza Shopping Center.

and Electrified by
MORSE Experb wilh MORSE Parts

SPECIAL PRICE

Sl695

SKINNY

porehasodtor r•tund.

I

only S1.25 a woelc
Afler Small Down Paymtnl

BY SAVING REGULARLY, YOU ARE BUILDING
FOR YOUR FUTURE. At Fidelity Federal you

YOUR PRESENT 0~ YOUR FUTURE HOME
MAY NEED MORTGAGE LOAN FINANCING.

will now earn a big 41;4% annual dividend
on savings insured up to $1 0,000 by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation.

Consult our .experienced mortgage loan
ce rs ... they will help you choose the
best suited to your needs.
Visit either convenient Fidelity Federal
tion; you may find that Fidelity has the
plan for you.

Save by the 1Oth, receive dividends from the.
1st!

PHONE 239-1177

•
You
Live
out·Of·town

MUSI•C: D"lrec:tor

Mail

Coupon

Ken Steele, 4736 Wyoming
Ave., a freshman at Stetson University, has been named music

:
•

1•

O

Smger Sewing Machine (Reconditioned)
Name ..................................................................
Addren...............................................................

I

•

I
I
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FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION OF TAMPA
HILLSBORO PLAZA
PHONE 877-5821

9502 FLORIDA AVENUE
PHONE 935-2141

SHOP WARDS 10 A.M. 'TIL 9 P.M. MON. THRU SAT. •

.........__-...,..!

N. DALE MABRY

at INTERSTATE 4

I

$20 off! loll capacity!
WARDS NEW TRI·POWER~ RADIAL SHOP

s
NO MONEY DOWN
On Wards Easy Payment Plan

• Cuts deeper than any other 1 O'
radicl saw-3 %-inch maximum
• New Powr-Kraft design-the most
versatile shop tool anywhere!
• Power head tilts, turns, raises, lowers
for cuts at any angle or depth

Power-Kraft Portable

• Heavy-duty, bell-bearing motor
• Safety clutch

Electric Tools

~

I
'.

I.

YOUR
CHOICE

• 1-yecr guarantee • 7 -day home trial

SEE IT DEMONSTRATED I

88
;.·,·· EACH
. .

.I
\·

.

No Money Down
On Wards Charge Account

Y4 -in. Drill with double reduction gears. 2000 rpm
motor delivers high-torque. Sabre Saw cuts 2x4's
easily- even metals! Orbital Sander sands wood,
plastic or metal. 3450 rpm motor is a rugged one that
lasts!

• 26 V2" maximum rip

*3 SPINDLES
FOR 3 SPEEDS
(••• llluolralion obove)

NOW!
PULLDOWN LAMP
Regular

11.79
Quality at Wards. Get
the light you need at
the level you want! 4light styling in brass or
copper finish.

,
I

• POST & LANTERN
COMBINATION

ITJ S,OOO~

RPM~

Regular

12.98
Rust-resistant black lantern and 3-in. diam.
black steel post will
add a distinctive wele
come to your home.
1

3,450

RPM
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1. Appropriation of the entire
budget request made by the Board of
Control for higher education, without
any cut. The board's recommendation was made after careful study of
the needs of the state, and reflects accurately its requirements for maintaining an effective educational system.

-IUSF Photo)

"YOU SEE, FIDEL IS LIKE A FLY STUCK ON FLYPAPER"
Ruby Hart Phillips, New York Times Caribbean correspondent, takes time
out to explain a point to Dr. Ed Hirshberg, associate professor of English, during a recent Meet the Author lecture. Mrs. Phillips, who spent 30 years in Cuba,
said that it would be impossible to overthrow Castro without direct U.S. intervention.

By STAN PAHER
The Beta I East team in the
men 's division and the FIDES
in the women's division were
crowned intramural point champions at the intramural sports
program last 'l'hursday night.
The Nails have amassed 849
points in intramural play since
last September. They had to
withstand a gallant ENOTAS
team, however, which tried to
unseat them for the number
one spot, but the gold and black
team just did not have the vigor
to catch the high riding team
from Beta I East. The ENOTAS
fini shed with 801 points.
All-Stars in Third Place
Far behind the leaders in
third place were the All-Stars
with 660 points. Rounding out
the first five were Beta IV East
with 632 and ClEO with 546.
Spunky TRI-Sis finished second in the women 's division.
They were followed by FIA,
Antiphides and Alpha East IV.
The women's point race was
very close, as the FIDES won
by less than 25 points.
Sportsmanship Award
On that same evening the
men's sportsmanship trophy was
awarded to the All-Stars. This
is the· trophy which the intramural department hopes will be
the most coveted, because it represents general all-around excellence of charact er beside proper
conduct on the f ield . The AllStars exhibited good sportsmanship all yea1· long. When they
lost to the ENOTAS by one
point in the basketball champions.hip game, their only reply
was, " Today they were one point
better than we were."
FIA was awarded the women's
sportsmanship trophy. They displayed all-around good t eam

conduct throughout the season,
participating in every event and
did not forfeit a game. Morover, they placed fairly high in
the final point scale. They never
contested a decision.
Individual Team Trophies
Intramural trophies w ere
given out to championship
teams of trimesters I and II.
In the men's division trophies
were awarded to Beta I West
for bowling; ENOTAS for volleyball, basketball and track;
Beta I East for football, basketball free throw, and table tennis; Beta IV East for cross
country and the Cyclopaths for
the bicycle race. Team members of championship teams
were also awarded trophies.
Trophies were awarded to the
Fides for bowling, tennis and
the bicycle race; Alpha· IV East
for volleyball; Tr i-Sis for table
tennis; and the Antiphides for
basketball. Each member of
these teams also received trophies.
Track Awards
Intramural r i b b o n s were
awarded to winners of individual events in the track meet.
Those who placed in the dashes
each received a ribbon, as well
as the first three placers in the
broad jump, 880 relay, and shot
put. Four ribbons were given
out for the high jump and only
one for the discus and pole
vault.
Engraved certificates were
presented tel each sports club
adviser for their diligent effort
in building and establishing individual club programs.
The finals of the men's intr amural tennis tournament saw
Bobby Dick of Beta IV East
play J o h n Pluta of the
ENOTAS.

Disciplining Part

Of RA's Dorm Job

.

The Tampa Times

- <USF Photo)

WELL, HOW ARE THINGS, ANYWAY?
Barbara Bennett, left, RA in Alpha Hall, chats
with Evelyn Britt about the problems and opportunities of residence hall living. Surprise parties, counseling and discipline activities are a way of life for Alpha
RAs.
1
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Crossword Puzzle
ACltOS$

43 Pri"ze fo.-
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omateurs
A
H 0 A R
R E E S E
Greek
0 R N E
I V
N
E L L E N
priestess
p A N p A C I F I C
N A T 0
5
Negotiate
S L E E V
A 8 B
E
10
Undeveloped
II E A
L 0 D G
shoot
PARTNE
p A
14
Preceding
L o o s-o
E R
all others
A R A
H
0 s
Pert. to one's
E R
A T E
I T S
E II~
15
birth
NATURE
A S
I
E
Sun god
'
T E A
s
N 0 L
16
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A S H E
R A I N E
17
nervously
R 0 U T
T A N T
II 0 U N
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18
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E H
E YIE
19
Famed
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9 - • • •
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20
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Haute, Ind. 38 Flower port
coloring
I 0 Yugoslavian 39 Failure
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Boundary
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42 Swung
24
Spanish
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43 ·---de soc
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nick-nome
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13 Spring
46 Western
prefix
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29 Mountain 66 MO<'sh btrd
success
47 Adversary
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Carnivorous
pass
49
Rip$
?7 Look
intently
30 Moke
mammal
50 Gleam
amends
26 Separately 51 Gold
DOWN
27 Kind of
52 Individual
34 Window
beer
(comb. form)
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28 Empty
53. Deported
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29 Gear tooth 54 Render
2 Coin
35 Boor
3 Trade
31 Proprietor
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36 Seether
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33 Fungous
56 Being:
SCost
38 Pointed
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prong
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7 From
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40 Pony
Heaven"
friend
8 Benef idol
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Army'*
Formal
47
public
assembly
48
A noble
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50
Scold
51
Gen.
Bradley
54
Assessor
58
"Bus Stop" 59
author
Closely
61
connected
Frankness
62
Modern
63
Combats
between
64
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Form to a
65
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NO MAJOR LEGISLATION IN SIGHT NOW
SHOP MONDAY 'TIL 9 P.M., DOWNTOWN TAMPA,

Congress No JFK Easter Bunny
WASHINGTON, April 8 (UPD
-Congress entered an abbrel'iated work week today with little
prospect of sending President
Kennedy any of the major legislation he asked to fill his Easter
basket.
The House faced a busy
schedule before recessing Thursday for a 10-day Easter recess.
The Senate did not arrange for
a t·ecess but . indications were
that few members would be on
hand for the full time while
the House is away.
The congressional agenda for
the week before Easter did not
hold any likelihood of the President getting his youth employment bill or other major measures.
KENNEDY, who plans to leav_e,
Wed!lesday .to spend ~as~r Ill
Florida,_ faced two bt?. ftghts
over hiS pr?gram dunng the
week. O_n_e mv~lved the_ youth
opportumtles bill ~0 whtch he
attaches so much Importance.

Postmaster General
•
Dedtcates New Stamp

The Senate called up today
the administration's wilderness
bill. It planned to swing into
action next on the youth measure under which Kennedy is
seeking to set up a $100 million
youth conserva'tion corps for
outdoor work in forests and
parks.
Senate Republican leaders
have vowed opposition to the
measure but passage is predieted after bitter debate
·
THE HOUSE Education Committee has approved the youth
bill but there is no indication
of when the Rules Committee
will clear it for floor action.
The other economy fight over
a Kennedy proposal is expected
when the House opens debate
tomorrow on a $989 million dollar supplemental appropriation
bill. In approving the measure
last week, the House Appropriations Committee knocked out
the $500 million the President
asked for public works projects.
Kennedy denounced the committee's action in turning down
the funds for his anti-recession
program and voiced confidence
it would be reversed.
AN EFFORT will be made to
restore all or at least part of
the money but a real battle appear likely. Normally, the
Democrats would have the edge
on floor because of the tremendous popularity of the program in communities hard hit
by unemployment.
But they are running into a
big economy drive and the Republican policy committee has
decided to make an issue of it.
A showdown vote is expected
Wednesday.
After the public works squab-

NIGHTLY 'TlL

Astronaut Baby Food
•
Feedtng Abandoned

sporty and terrific
THE CULOTTE LOOK
SHORTIE SKIRT

7.98

-=====

Love that culotte look? Prefer the
complete femininity of the skirt?
This, then is your fashion, created in
crisp drip-dry Dacron® polyester and
cotton, 5·13 in denim blue, charcoal,
loden, navy and brown. Sportswear
Center, Great Main Floor; available
all stores except Gandy Blvd.

Ol Englislt Fisll 'n Chips

TAIPEI, Formosa, April 8 (JP)
-A Chinese Nationalist air
force twin-engine C46 transport
with seven . crewmen aboard
crashed into a mountain in Central Formosa yesterday. The air
force said search planes spotted
the wreckage but saw no sur. vivors.

We Serve the Real English FISH 'N CHIPS Cooked in our own special

batter.

e

SPECIAL LUNCHEON 65c:

e

FISH SUPPER $1.00

r••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··~

I

NORTH GATE CASUAL SHOP

ble, the House is scheduled to
take up bills to overhaul the
silver law and authorize new $1
bills without silver backing, a
revision of lead-zinc subsidies,
and a measure dealing with issuance of bonds by the Virgin
Islands.
.
CONGRESS and Republlcans
b~a~e~ each fo~er yeste~day fo~
t e a ur~ o . ongress o enac
more legtslatwn.
GOP national chairman WilHam E. Miller said th~t Kennedy has "demanded far more
than he can get, more than the
country wants, and has placed
priorities on three wrong things."
He s~~d the President simply did
not understand the mood of
the people" as Congress did.
Democratic national chairman
John M. Bailey replied that
Miller was "the official spokesman for the Republican turtles
who are trying to force the rest
of Congress to join them in a
leisurely crawl to nowhere."

EDENTON, N.C., April 8 (IP)
CORONADO, Calif., April 8
-U.S. Postmaster General J.
!UPD-Astronauts no longer have
Edward Day says he hopes the
to worry about eating baby food
Carolina charter commemorawhile pursuing the manly art of
tive postage stamp "will reorbiting.
awaken an awareness of the
N. Russell Hair, head of biovalue of our hard earned politimedicine for Apollo life syscal freedoms."
terns at North American Avia- 1
Day dedicated the five-cent
tion, said Saturday the idea of
stamp during ceremonies in the
feeding astronauts baby food
elementary school here Saturwhile in flight had been abanday.
doned for the present.
The red and .brown sta!Dp
He said that the idea was
bears a reproduction of the first
dropped because it had a bad
pa~e of . the Carolma charter
psychological effect on astrowhtch Kmg Charles II of Engnauts although it was good in
land granted 300 years ago to
nutrition .
eight 1 or d proprietors. The =========::;:...:..::..::...._...:......:...:....:....:.:...:...:....:._:_:.___ _____
charter conveyed to them the
ost Fabulous in Tutnpu!!
"Carolina Territory." Fourteen
states eventually werE!' formed
from this.
PH. 935·9175
10506 FLA. AVE.

Chinese Nationalist
Plane Hits Mountain
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CARRY OUT

: FISH 'N CHIPS ( F::~~;H)

I

................ .. .

1 Tartar Sauce

59¢ :

Special Price 1

~--------------------------------------·
OTHER CARRY OUT ORDERS

Chicken, Oysters, Scallops, Clams, Crab Cakes, Shrimp & Frog Legs

Oining Room Open 11 A.M. to 9 P.M . Weekdays-Fri. 11 A.M. to 11 P. M.

23 Killed
On Florida
Roads
By Associated Press
Traffic mishaps took a shockIng toll of 23 lives in Florida
during the weekend. Another
person drowned while swimming
In a rock pit.
Four Tallahasseans (Negroes)
were killed early Sunday when
the driver of the car apparently
fe ll asleep. The automobile left
Highway 61 and slammed into
a tree.
The dead were T h e o d o r e
Roosevelt Thompson, 21; his
wife, Greta Rebecca Thompson;
Pearlie Jackson Davis, 26, and
Al Donia Speed, 39.
AN AUTOMOBILE which the
Florida Highway Patrol said was
driven by Johnnie Jackson of
Sanford s t r u c k a bicycle 2.2
miles south of DeLand Sunday
night, killing a man and a boy.
The dead were Leonard Shemanski, 37, and Terald Gamble,
14, both of DeLand, who were
riding the bicycle. Jackson fled
into the woods after the accident, trooper John Worden reported.
An automobile struck a bridge
In the northwest s e c t I o n of
Miami, killing Cathy Sturtevant,
19. Charles Reeves, 19, of Bradenton, died when a car driven
by his girl friend overturned
three times south of Tampa.
JAMES LEE MARTIN, 28:vear-old Marine sergeant, and
his wife, Ann, 24, were killed at
a Jacksonville intersection Saturday.
Other Saturday traffic victims
were: George M. Whitworth, 41,
of T y n d a 11 Air Force Base,
killed near Mexico Beach on
State Road 30; Herbert Tison,
56, in Miami; Thomas stephens
Leath, 15, near Blountstown;
James Brenton Swain, 18, of
Fort Walton Beach, killed near
Destin; James R. Peters, 18, of
Laurel Hill, killed in Walton
County.
Lucky Argy, 22, of Hollywood;
George Archie Hen k 1 e, 27,
Gainesville; G l e n d a Louise
Hunter, 6, of Jacksonville, killed
in Brooksville; Pleas Merritt
Smithson, 53, of Oviedo, killed
in Volusia County; Melvin Richard Shroeter, 22, of St. Petersburg.
FRIDAY NIGHT victims included Thomas Randolph Byrd,
15, of Elkton, and William F.
Presler, 16, of St. Augustine,
killed near Hastings; and Pasquale Joseph Spaffiero, 46, of
Orlando, killed on State Road
402 in Titusville.
A transient farm worker, Effie Mae Clay, 23, drowned Saturday while swimming in a rock
pit 1n south Dade County.

Alleged Wasteful
NASA Plan Probed
WASHINGTON, April 8 (UPD
- Sen. Clifford P. Case, R-N.J.,
has asked the Air Force for a
report about an alleged memor andum asserting that the space
agency plans to build facilities
which duplicate the Air Force.
Case said y~terday he had
asked Air Force Secretary Eugene M. Zuckert to look into
news reports ·of the supposed
memorandum claiming t h a t
$77,671,000 of planned National
Aeronautics and Space Administration facilities appear to be
the same as those of the Air
Force.

Easter is "white frost" by Bobbie Brooks
Easter fashions says, "keep it cool" in Bobbie Brooks " frosted
whites" • • • drenched in embroidery and lace, adding cool excitem ent to your Spring and Summer wardrobe! Featured: Embroidered
White Cotton Sheath touched with blue or pi1tk, 3-15. Left:
Bull's Eye White Pique Sheath, 3-13 Petites only. Right: Sashed
Embroidered W h i t e Sheath flowered in yellow or blue, 3 - 15.
Center: Lace Edged White Pique Sheath, 3·15 ..• 12.98 Junior
Terrace, Fashion Second ; available all stores except Gandy Blvd.
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MAIL YOUR ORDER TO "JANE LEE" OR PHONE TAMPA 229-7911
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'Well, He Said He Was Sorry, Ma'

Business Community
Turns Optimistic
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The Kennedy administration
is talking poor-mouth, partly
because if its genuine fears t hat
unemployment may increase to
t he point of jeopa1·dizing the
Democratic chances for victory
in 1964, and partly because it
needs a background of pessimism to jam through its
linked tax cut and spend ln~
programs. But ii anything wen:
to be gained by optimism, the
adq1inistration could just as
well be exploiting the "you
never had it so good!! theme.
Living costs (discounting such
items as orange juice) have
been reasonably stable; more
people are working than ever
before; corporate dividends did
not shrink in 1962 save in
specific areas such as steel; and
the overall promise for the
whole of 1963 could, with a
little attention to the more
positive economic factors, be
represented in real b u 11 is h
te1·ms.

'About as Fer as We Can Go'
Secretary of State Rusk's battle to
salvage much of the administration's
foreign aid program has e n f l am e d
rather than squelched his critics. And
the demand to slash deeply into these
funds is growing even louder.
The State Department has only itself
to blame for the angry outcries against
excessive spending in this field. There
have been too many examples of wastefulness; too many examples of assistance going to nations which are either
pro-Communist or "neutral" on the side
of comunism; too many examples of a
lack appreciation for assistance from
the United Stales.
. The American people have a tremendous capacity to absorb punishment, but
there is a limit to the abuse even they
are willing to take. And there is spreading recognition of the fact that there is
also a limit to the amount of monev we
can afford to pour over the globe i~ the
name of foreign assistance.
Actually some of the n at i on s we
have been helping have reached the
point where they can help themselves.
The C 1 a y Committee reports, for instance, that Greece and Turkey fall into
this category now. The Philippines is
reaching the s t a g e of self-sufficiency
and so is the Republic of China.
E v en the strongest supporters for
cutting the foreign air budget understand the value of this program wisely
applied. What they do not understand
is why we continue to assist an antiWestern -demagogue such as Indonesia's
Sukarno.
No one wants to see President Kennedy's Alliance for Progress program
falter, but government funds alone cannot a s s i s t the economic progress of
Latin America. A political climate must
be created attractive to private investment. Reforms must be ins ti tu ted
which deprive leftist elements of their
issues. And some p r o g r e s s must be
made in halting the Communist cancer

now spreading from Cuba. It will take
more than dollars to implement the Alliance for Progress.
But if there is a sense of urgency in
assisting Latin America, there is a sense
of disgust that we continue handouts
to Communist Poland and Tito's Yugoslavia. Both countries are a part and
parcel of the total picture of Communist
imperialism. Neither are now-or in the
foreseeable future-interested in doing
anything except helping Nikita Khrushchev carry out his promise to "bury"
the capitalistic nations.
General Clay put it this way in a
recent statement:
"We have expressed ourselves as opposed to using U.S. aid to help develop
nations that do not believe in the free
enterprise system. This would apply to
countries in which government enterprises are operated in competition with
private enterprise. We did recognize
that, in some areas of the world, publicly owned transportation ahd utilities
are accepted in the private enterprise
economy. The criterion for judgment
can be whether a country is seriously
trying to foster a free enterprise system, or is deliberately trying to establish something other than a free enterprise system."
The U.S. foreign aid program has offered assistance to 95 countries and is
still helping many. of them. Critics of
this munificence contend that some of
our allies might ass11me a share of this
load. Europe has reached a high degree .
of J?OSt-war prosperity with t he assist- .
ance of the United States. The C 1 a y
Committee believes Italy should start
budgeting money for foreign aid. West
Germany could do far better and France
should s of t e n its assistence terms.
Japan and the United Kingdom similarly could provide more assistance to
underdeveloped countries.
The United States, as the song says,
has gone "just about as fer as it can go."

Airport Is Seeking
Transport System

problem is getting him back alive nnd
kicking.
U.S. space scientists have set 1970 as
the target date for reaching the moon.
Before then, however, ins.trument packages are to be landed to learn something
of conditions there and, perhaps, to help
select a landing site. This may have
been the purpose of Russia's Lunik IV
mission.
It requires very little imagination to
conclude that th e nation which first
reaches the moon will score heavily in
the battle for world prestige. The Communist system would deRrly like to
make the claim that it outpaced the
capitalist world in this field.
The race, then, is one we should not
lose. But it is very much in doubt.

Patrons of Tampa International Airport will sound a round of. "loud
whoopees with the announcement that
a study of a "horizontal elevator" system at the airport is being conducted.
Sometimes we have a feeling that it
takes longer to walk from the terminal
to the loading gate than it takes to fly
from here to Tallahassee. And the loading gates are getting further and
further away from the ticket counters
and parking lots. The walking time
necessary to board a plane is a hardship
on anyone but one of President Kennedy's fifty-mile hikers. But it is
especially trying for elderly people.
The field of "horizontal transport"
is relatively new and a great deal of
Governor Rockefeller, sampling the
research may be necessary to come up
political climate of the Middle West,
with a plan that is efficient, effective
looked, sounded and acted like exactl y
and safe. Systems now under considerwhat he is-a candidate for the GOP
ation include a monorail, conveyor belts
presidential nomination in 1964. The
and horizontal elevators.
New Yorker is trying to put himself so
Perhaps the Aviation Authority
far out in front that his competition
might take its cue from lifts used on
will have no chance at all next year
ski slopes and adapt that device at the
when Republicans gather to name their
airport.
leader.
Or maybe some genius will come
But there is a possibility that Rockeforward with a totally new concept.
feller may be starting too soon and will
If it's the right one, airport managers
reach the convention h::1ll winded and
will beat a pathway to his door.
over exposed. Early front-runners have
a way of fading in the stretch. They
find themselves repeating the same
themes over and over until the impact
of the issues is deaden0d. It is at that
The moon race is still on.
moment that a fresh face with a new
Russia lost its bid late last w eek to approach moves ahead.
surge ahead in this international conRockefeller will have to contend
t est by attempting either to orbit the
with
two fresh faces in 1964. One is
moon with a satellite or land an object
Michigan's Governor Romney and the
on its surface.
Lunik-IV was about 5,200 miles off other is Pennsylvania's Governor Scrantarget when it passed the moon's rugged ton. And there will be a slightly worn
face. Soviet reaction indlcated that face in the presence of Arizona's Sensomething was amiss and Sir Bernard ator Barry Goldwater.
Lovell, director of Britain's Jordell
Then there is Richard Nixon who
Bank tracking station said he suspected won't admit that h e is dend.
that the purpose of the shot was to
Nixon is expected to head the powerplace something on the lunar surface.
ful California delegation and is viewed
The Russians, unlike the United by many commentators as a coming
States, are highly secretive regarding "kingmaker" in the style of Thomas E.
the purpose of their space experiments. Dewey.
If something goes wrong, they have less
So Rockefeller has his work cut out.
explaining to do. And, clearly some- He must build an image outside New
thing went wrong with Lunik IV.
York State- and that's what he was
As the U.S. Saturn rocket nears per- doing in the Middle West. The "big
f ection, it is expected that this country city" boy is trying to demonstrate that
will close the gap in the moon race. But he can get mud on his shoes with the
it is still anybody's guess who will be best of them.
first to set foot on earth's lonely satelIt's going to be interesting to watch
lite.
the Republicans search for the man
Russia, we are told, has the capacity whom they hope will break the Kento send a man to the moon now. The nedys' hold on the White House.

Rockefeller Off
To An Early Start

•

RaceTo The Moon
Is Still in Doubt

~~~·~------------------·-~--------~~
V c,iee of the People

Eliminate the Mugge Alleys
Tampa - How can we explain to the
m any juveni-le delinquents in our prisons
why we endured for so long the notorious
slum, Mugge Alley?
The squalid rental shacks are a part of
a big chunk of land being bought by the
City of Tampa for $80,000. Mugge Alley has
supplied the Police Court with cases of del-inquency, cuttings and other crimes for how
long I do not know. I wonder who is to
blame for all the Mugge Alleys. No wonder
our youth has no respect for the law.
A city councilman remar~ed that Mugge
Alley should have been eliminated 10 years
ago. Let us get rid of all the Mugge Alleys

that breed crime and juvenile delinquency.
MRS. M. A. WINTHER

Cherokees Had
A Written Language
Plant City - Perhaps Mr. James R. Harris should delve just a little deeper into
Indian lore and find out about the Cherokee
Indians and the fact that the Cherokees did
have a written language; also, the so-called
picture writing of other tribes less civilized.
How about the hieroglyphics of the Egyptians? They also are just pictures or symbols.
REV. W. H. MOORE

The Allen-Seott Repo1•t

European Anti-Reds Losing Aid
By ROBERT S.

ALLE~ and

Washington-President Kennedy's harsh
crackdown on Cuban exile groups is being
broadened to include the activities of the
anti-Communist Eastern European refugee
groups in the U.S.
Behind the scenes, and without taking
the American people into his ·confidence, the
President is drastically reversing U.S. policies which have importantly aided these
exiles since the late '40s.
This undercover policy shift calls for
hamstringing the efforts of the European
refugees by sharply curtailing the "covert"
funds supplied them by government agencies, among them the Central Intelligence
Agency.
Although these financ ial curbs will not
be fully effective until around July 1, the
secret crackdown a 1 r e ad y is compelling
Baltic and Russian exile groups to restrict
their anti-Communist activities.
These groups are closing down antiRussian and clandestine publications, broadcasts, and the doors of their assem bly hall
in New York, the so-called "Baltic House."
In recent years, the "Baltic House" has
served as a major exiles headquarters for
exposing Soviet tyranny, helping defectors
escape from the Iron Curtain, and rallying
support in the United Nations to block Russian efforts to legalize their World War II
territory grabs.
Leading architects of this "new policy"
are McGeorge Bundy, ambitious foreign pol·
icy assistant of the President, and Dr. Walt
Rostow, head of 'the Slate Department Policy Planning Council.
These two key policy-makers have convinced the President that if the exile groups
are squelched, the chances for working out
a "deal" with Khrushchev on Berlin, Cuba
and Central Europe would be greatly improved.
At the instigation of Bundy and Rostow
the President has privately offered a quid
pro quo to the Soviet for " withdrawal" of
its. combat troops from Cuba, in return for
which the U.S. would reduce its garrison in
West ·Berlin and withdraw "several thousand" troops from West Germany.
Even if the Kremlin rejects this "accommodation," Bundy and Rostow argue, the
activities of the exile groups should be
brought under tight control because they
"distract from the President's grand design
of building a community of free nations,

PAUL SCOTT

which will expand by its inner strength and
attractive power. . . ."
Equally curious is the backstage explanation given exile leaders for the timing of the crackdown. They are being told
that their funds are needed :for urgent efforts in Latin America. Beyond this bare
claim no details are tendered.
The Bundy-Roslow policy ·also flatly
rules out any military aid or intervention
should a revolt erupt in the Communistdominated Eastern European nations.
As outlined in their undisclosed position paper, this hands-off policy is as follows:
"If revolts break out in East Germany
or any other Communist satellite in Eastern
Europe, we should bear in mind that our
grand design is to build a community of
free nations wh ich will expand by its inner
strength and attractive power when combined with the assertion of increasingly nationalistic trends within the Communist bloc.
"We do not wish to jeopardize this
design by allowing Eastern Europe to become a battlefield between ourselves and the
USSR, unless we are attacked.
"Accordingly, if turbulence erupts in
the area , we should maintain this posture,
and urge our allies to do the same, meanwhile exerting all the influence we can
muster during such crises to yield less repressive and more nationalist regimes as
the outcome.
"We should refrain from encouraging
or supporting armed uprising, as distinct
from peaceful demonstrations, strikes, and
similar means of exerting public pressure
against Communist regimes.
"Should a national Communist regime
be established, we should make a maximum
effort short of military action to permit its
survival."
In ordering the crackdowns against the
exile groups, the President has executed a
complete flip-flop from the position he took
in the 1960 campaign.
Then, in a speech in J ohnstown, Pa.,
on October 15, he resoundingly declared:
"We must end the harassment which this
government has carried on of liberty-loving
anti-Castro forces in Cuba and in other
lands. While we cannot violate international
law, we must recognize that these exiles and
rebels represent the real voice of Cuba. and
should not be constantly handicapped by
our Immigration and Justice Department
authorities."
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The reason for hopefulness is
to be found by looking at one
side of the question of automation, which is Dr. Jekyll one
day and Mr. Hyde another. The
devilish aspect of labor-saving
equipment is that it figures to
put men out of work in the
Iuture. The angelic aspect is
that the manufacture of automatic devices flushes the payrolls of companies that make
the capital goods and machine
tools that are needed to save
on labor costs. Just at the moment it is the angelic side of
the coin that is turning up.
The news on the steel front,
for instance, is that virtually all

the big companies are Installing
the money-saving oxygen process. The Republic Steel Company, for example, is projecting two 230-ton capacity basic
oxygen furnaces for its home
city of Cleveland, and a couple
of smaller oxygen converters
for its operations in Warren,
Ohio, and Gadsden, Alabama.
By buying oxygen furnaces the
steel' companies save $2 to $6
on the costs or making a ton of
steel. And along with the purchase of oxygen conversirm
equipment, steel companies are
beginning to experiment with
the continuous casting process
that has proved so successful
in Europe.
The first impact of this sort
of thing is felt in the machine
tool industry, which picked up
markedly in February. Even
where no big jumps in automation can be made companies
can't get by with their present
investment in plant. The spl"·
cialty steel companies, for
example, have the capacity to
produce twice as much stain·
less s t e e 1 as is now beint!
bought.
But none of them can sit
back and wait for the market
to flush the mills before buying
new equipment. In order to
keep whatever business it already has, each specialty com·
pany is forced to work unceasingly at improving its plant.
The result: more building of
such items as new vacuum melting equipment, and more work
for the men who make the tools
that make the machines thar
send the old machines to the
s crap heap.

Is U.S. Policy Made
In Wonderland?
By HENRY]. TAYLOR
We might as well turn our
Cuban policy over to Alice in
Wonderland and be done with
it. Has Lewis Carroll been in
charge all along ?
"Curiouser and curiouser,"
cried Alice. Well, it is.
Humpty-Dumpty fell off the
wall. That's us at the Bay of
Pigs. a'nd again in our OctobH
22 Munich. All the King's
horses and all the King's men
marched up the hill and
marched down again. The President, in a fantastic action still
unexplained, lifted his Cuban
blockade in less than 30 days.
And now in our HumptyDumpty policy we have ordered
a blockade against freedom
fighters instead of against a
Soviet lodgement 90 mil<'S
from our shores. Could anyone
this side of Lewis Carroil
dream up a policy that ended
up placing the United States in
such a position?
Down came the policy baby,
cradle and all. Surely, tha t's
what happened to our leadership throughout Latin America
- with echoes of the bouncebounce in Canada. France,
Great Britain and throughout
the NATO Alliance.
"I can't remember things,"
said Alice in Wonderland to the
Caterpillar, "and I don't keep
the same size for ten minutes
together.'' How long does the
New Frontier's interest in the
freedom of the tyrannized
Cuban people remain the same
size? And does the New Frontier r emember that "communism is not negotiable in t he
Western hemisphere?" Mr. Kennedy has been negotiating about
it ever since.

"Your Red Majesty shouldn't
purr so loud," Alice can be
quoted. "You woke me out' ofoh, such a nice dream.''
"Wake up," said her sister.
"Mind the Volcano!" said the
Queen. Was Senator Keating
coaching Lewis Carroll from
the wings?
"What Volcano?" said the
King.
"I know what you're thinking
about," insisted Tweedledum,
"but it isn't so, no how. No
how!"
"Ditto, ditto!" cded Tweedledee. The purpose of the manipulated news policy is to speak
with one voice.
"Collat· t hat Dormouse," thC'y
all shouted. "Off with his whiskers." But the whole court was
in confusion and by the Ume
t hey had settled down again
the whiskered Dormouse had
eluded them.
Alice grew smaller as she ate
the wrong side of the mushroom. What happens to us when
we trust Khrushchev's promise?
At Geneva, in Cuba, anywhere?
With the repudiation of our
most solemn pledges through
our abandonment of Cuba, can
we honestly say-in the New
Frontier's eloquent cliche-that
America is "in a world-wide
battle for the minds and hearts
of men ." It is a mot·al frau cl,
and so recognized abroad, for
our officials ever to mouth
these words in the light of our
Cuban performance.
The problem is nonpartisan ;
th e effect is complete However
we arrived where we lire makes
no difference. We are in t he
midst of a shameful, shameful
hour in the history of t he
United States.

Waste Makes Wealth
Is New Philosophy
By SYDNEY J . HARRIS
I was given a fountain pen
for my twelfth birthday. It was
a handsome, substantial instru•
ment, which I kept and used
I or more than a dozen yeats,
and felt a keen sense of loss
when it disappeared one day.
Now a full generation later,
I own no . fountain pen. Instead,
like most of us, I am forevu
buying cheap ball-point pens.
The case of the ball-point
pen is almost the prototype of
our modern social order. We
have more of everything, but
less of anything. A dozen ballpoint pens, scattered about the
house, with half of them inkless, do not somehow add up
to one good fountain pen.
It is a trivial example, but
not without significance. The
old-fashioned fountain pen did
not really become obsolete;
good pens of this sort are even
better than they were 30 years
ago- but we have got out of the
habit of buying them and keeping them.
'
It seems easier and cheaper
to pick up a dozen ball-points;
but it Is, in reality, neither
easier nor cheaper. For the pens
don't work when you want them
to, and over a period of a year
t hey add up to more than the
price of a decent pen that might
last a decade.
It is t oo easy to IJlame tl:e
manufacturers, or the marketing process. or the advertising
agencies, for this sad decline

in our habits and practices.
What is harder to do is to accept the fact that permanence,
con tinui ty, excellence of workmanship, are no longer tho
standards we live up to in our
own lives.
And perhaps it must be so in
our "affluent society." Perhaps
our rise in the material standard of living demands that we
purchase inferior objects, di~
card them speedily, and buy
new ones just as inferior. To
keep a pen, or any object, for a
long time, is to amit our
''productive capacity." P erhap s,
as some economists argue, waste
makes wealth.
Each people develop their
own national style. Our style, as
the 20th century proceed~.
seems to be more and more in
the direction of change, novelty.
temporariness, the annual model
turnover, and "planned ob sole~
cence." It used to be considered
a Yankee virtue to buy something that would last a long
time; now it seems a sin against
our economic deities.
The ball-point pen is a pecul·
iarly American phenomen, along
with t he frozen dinner, the instant coffee, the disposable
diaper, t he plastic dish, the
paper-bound book. In each case
there is some advan tage; but we
have not yet come to ask ourselves whether our Ideas and
ideals a1·e becoming as tempr>r ary and disposable as our objects.

